Performance evaluation and first clinical experience with the Varian RGSC module for breath detection of 15 lung cancer patients.
The University Hospital of Düsseldorf, Germany (UKD) recently installed the Respiratory Gating for Scanners module (RGSC) (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, USA). The aim of this article is to report on the commissioning and clinical implementation of the RGSC system. The steps encompassed the validation of the manufacturer's specifications including functionality tests using a commercial and in-house developed breathing phantom, to establish calibration procedures, and clinical workflow analysis involving breath acquisition and patient data evaluation. In this context also the RGSC signal without motion was performed to assess the calibration procedure. Reproducibility test were conducted as well with breathing phantoms. Fifteen clinical breath curves were examined in order to assess the impact of treatment related uncertainties such as noises of the CT, patient positioning, movement of the CT table, unintended patient motion. Finally, different binning approaches were assessed and the effect on the CT reconstructions and methodic advantages were investigated. All technical specifications of the manufacturer were confirmed. A baseline drift of 1.83mm of the measured breath curve occurred during longitudinal movement of the CT table. This drift is smaller if the direction of table motion coincides precisely with the level of calibration. If the calibration is carried out on extensions for patient positioning we measured a baseline drift up to 6mm. It was found that especially for a combination of a ceiling mounted IR-camera and amplitude based 4D-CT reconstructions, precise calibration is prerequisite. The evaluations of patient breath curves and corresponding CT reconstructions revealed patient specific aspects and variations, respectively. Consequently patient selection criteria need to be established in parallel with the technical implementation and validation phase of respiratory gating.